
Managing Projects from Design to Launch



PROJECS is a full service consulting 
firm offering a broad range of Project 
Control solutions to construction 
projects’ stakeholders’ in a timely 
fashion and efficient manner. To 
accomplish this, we utilize our skilled 
professionals, driven by our CORE 
valuesvalues in a versatile and sustainable 
environment.

Our continuous growths, 
commitment to client satisfaction, 
and local experience have been our 
greatest assets. Communication 
with our clients, enables us develop 
vast understanding of the 
complexities and various degrees of 
challechallenges faced. Then, through our 
dynamic team of professionals, our 
clients are assured that our 
value-added products meet the 
standards established for the project.

The total Portfolio of PROJECS 
accounts for 6 billion dollars 
diversified between roadways, 
commercial, educational, electrical, 
parks, railways, and industrial and 
specialty construction across 33 
states. 

About us
Cultivating ideas into Real Projects



Our Mission is to be the company of choice and merit 
in construction consulting.

Employing experience, best practices and technology 
to help our clients hit their milestones on budget and 
with unsurpassed quality. 

Our portfolio is full of successful projects that are in in 
concept, design , construction and operating. 

Your project can benefit from our range of services in 
Portfolio, project and construction management as 
well as construction software training and 
implementation.

We set our own standards higher by

Gathering information and understanding client’s 
needs and Objectives
Hiring and training quality professionals
Using Technology to increase accuracy and decrease qulity
Treating every project as as a unique opportunity to advance

Our Mission



Each project is unique and each client has different service 
needs. Through our project-customized and client-tailored 
services, you can achieve quality, productivity, alignment with 
timeframes, and control costs much more effectively. 

S E R V I C E S



S C H E D U L I N G 

CPM SCHEDULES

PRE-BID SCHEDULES

PERIODIC UPDATES

Progress updates are carried out during the execution 
phase to determine the project status.

LOOK AHEADS

A convenient analysis to use throughout the life cycle of 
a project is the look-ahead analysis. It displays the 
activities that are scheduled to occur within a given 
amount of time.

RESOURCE & COST LOADED SCHEDULES

Adding Cost /Resources to the schedule will help better 
manage time, cost and resources. Giving a better 
overview for the entire project.

In preparing its proposal, a contractor will need to 
develop and submit a preliminary schedule to provide 
essential information to those assembling the 
contractor’s cost and timeline estimate. Thus, a bid 
schedule is developed to ascertain an estimate for the 
construction duration, critical path items, and to identify 
major milestones.

A project schedule is developed to give a reliable time 
frame providing a fixed measure for project 
performance. The project scope is represented to 
outline the intended result of the project and what’s 
required to bring it to completion. Activity networks are 
created to depict a flow of tasks to fulfill the successful 
completion of the project.



D e l a y    A n a l y s i s

Projects may face unanticipated 
or unforeseen events that 
impact progress and may hinder 
the contractor from concluding 
the project on time. It’s quite 
imperative for contracting 
parties to analyze project delays 
forfor purposes of making right 
decisions on potential time 
and/or cost compensation 
claims. Comprehensive delay 
analysis is prepared to oversee 
the liabilities for encountered 
delays, determine the extent of 
imimpact, and entitlement for time 
extension or cost 
reimbursement. 
 

At PROJECS, We understand 
the core of standard of care in 
construction, and through that 
knowledge, we can gather 
evidence and testimony to 
reinforce your case.

You can trust our experienced 
team with gathering 
information, demonstrating 
and negotiating your delays and 
extensions of time. 



Controlling a project is key to its success or failure. Earned Value 
Management (EVM) is an established technique to control the time and 
cost performance of a project and to predict the final project duration and 
cost.  Many projects do not know their true status until near the end, when 
there is little that can be done to ensure they finish on time or on budget. 
The proper time to rigorously track project status is at the beginning, not at 
the end, thus ensuring the project stays on track.

SignificantSignificant benefits are reaped once the contractor’s EVM system is 
designed and implemented. Earned value metrics including schedule 
variance will be analyzed in conjunction with cost variance to reach the 
current project status. Estimate at completion values can be attained as 
well as graphical representations to provide adequate indicators of 
progress. 

WWe use Earned value analysis for you to better understand and manage 
project performance .

E A R N E D   V A L U E 



B u i l d i n g     I n f o r m a t i o n     M o d e l i n g

In addition, BIM software provides information such as spatial relationships, 
light analysis, and geographic information. This process can also break down 
the actual building parts, to visualize how they can piece together and fit into 
one structure.

BIM tools allow users to generate and manage digital representations of 
characteristics and functions of building structures. 

At PROJECS we animate & interact with  objects to provide the best outcome 
with advanced coordination.



Digital transformation is the common 
drive in a digitally connected world, 
where access to the right data is 
provided through cloud-based 
management solutions. The digital 
transformation accessibility is 
accountable for all parties invested 
within twithin their current platform.

Construction & Engineering digital 
solutions bring companies closer to the 
new era of technology, transforming 
your projects into the world of project 
portfolio management solutions. The 
use of this technology enables the users 
to efficiently and effectively prioritize 
capitalcapital project portfolios that address all 
major environments, all leading towards 
an improved strategy execution plan, 
top financial performance, and exquisite 
operations across all ventures.  

Software implementation enables 
builders, engineers, and project owners 
in asset-intensive industries to improve 
outcomes across the project lifecycle.

PROJECS provides successful support 
implementation for various sectors.  

G o l d   P a r t n e r

S O F T W A R E 
I M P L E M E N T A T I O N



P O R T F O L I O    M A N A G E M E N T 

Portfolio management is the selection, 
prioritization, and control of an organization’s 
projects and programs. 

It’s a process to ensure that your organization 
spends its resources on the work that is of the most 
value. 

Large project-driven organizations always lack 
methods to simultaneously manage multiple 
projects, and support multi user access, since they 
provide multi-project functionality.

VVisibility is a common reason for project failures, 
where the project team, executive managers, and 
project managers do not acquire access to the 
needed information at critical times. 

Organizations to achieve the idealistic portfolio 
should target a sound balance between their 
objectives : -

Stable current return
Marketability,
Safety of the investment
Minimization of risks

Better project management, Minimizing risks, 
Embracing better projects, Focus on company 
achievements , and Optimal resource utilization. 

Goals : -

Challenges :- 



P r o j e c t    M a n a g e m e n t 

At PROJECS we are immersed 
in each project’s scope with its 
own unique defined 
specifications to accomplish 
one singular goal. The first 
approach is to initiate the 
project with our experienced 
sofsoftware tools in order to reach 
the acquired schedules 
programmed to keep the 
project on track.

Project management is 
applying knowledge and skills 
to a broad range of activities 
which have been derived from 
multiple stages which form a 
project plan.

 

Our project management 
team aims not only to ensure 
value and efficiency on our 
project’s outcome but also 
satisfying variant needs of 
project’s stakeholders.



E S T I M A T I N G

Estimating is a critical part of project planning, which involves a quantitative 
estimate of project costs, resources and/or duration. Accurate estimating 
comes with understanding the scope of the project at a high level, thus 
resulting in significant project execution.  

The technique to estimating within a project is what makes PROJECS 
unique in the field, whether it’s an estimate of scope, time, cost, quality, 
resources, or risk, we deliver the estimate report acquired for every 
deliverable of every project.

The estimate reports allow project's stakeholders to interpret the project’s 
cost, time or the quality of work that is reflecting on the outcome. Thus 
helping to understand the broad classifications of the project’s categories 
for the best acquired results.



S T A F F    A U G M E N T A T I O N

You can trust that PROJEC’S highly skilled staff of professionals is able to 
tend to any project scope all hands on deck, blending in with client’s staff 
and taking all types of procedures into account relative to the type of 
project. 

TTo boost our accelerated PROJECS Project Management Program, we 
enhance our performance management strategy while seamlessly 
augmenting the workforce for a specific project, which is a smart step for 
the benefit of our client and the project’s outcome.

Our main target is to identify and execute high-impact, high-visibility 
initiatives and high quality deliverables, while presenting a scalable solution.  

Get the right people. Then, no matter what else you may do wrong after that, the 
people will save you. That's what management is all about.



You don’t have to see the entire 
staircase, just take the first step.

Here at PROJECS we follow through a careful 
analysis of what procedures of procurement 
should take place in order to allow the project 
to reach a successful conclusion within a 
simple endeavor of procurement planning.

EEach company's procurement strategy 
requires 4 actions in hand, in order to reach the 
project's expediting delivery. 

 

We ensure deliveries / services to be delivered on 
time and with highest quality.

In order to meet business goals and stakeholder 
expectations, our procurement process is centralized, 
for optimum alignment.

A better procurement management system is 
achieved by planning our business goals and 
objectives. 

We believe it is essential for the procurement 
managers to have a full overview of the 
process thus ensuring accountability.

- Plan

- Align

- Procure

- Manage

P R O C U R E M E N T



E - B I D D I N G 

The adoption of internet technologies to create 
efficiencies for the construction industry continues to 
grow. The latest innovation being made available to the 
industry is the ability to create tenders and submit bids 
online.

Electronic Bidding is the digital age for project 
managers with construction bid management 
software. The full collaborative bidding system   provides 
an accessible platform to contractors and bid 
subscribers, where they are able to view and download  
bid documents, and automatically receive addendum 
notifications.

Here at PROJECS, it is our policy to ensure that the 
bidding process is feasible for our clients when 
managing all tendering documents. Electronic bidding 
is a power system that ensures the analysis of the 
bidding process is carried out seamlessly. 



E l e c t r o n i c    
D o c u m e n t  C o n t r o l

Automatic Electronic Systems can be 
used for  document control  to 
automatically name, create versions, 
track, archive, retrieve and share 
documents.   The  document 
management systems (DMS) is a 
newly integrated electronic process 
that is tthat is the future of today.

A successful document control system 
presents the following:

- Naming Document 
- Numbering
- Numbering Revisions
-Checking and approval systems
-Documents Status, such as ‘for 
construction’, or ‘for review’
-- How changes are recorded and 
highlighted
-Templates and Formatting
-Distribution Matrix for storing 
and issuing documents
-Control of internal and external 
documents

PROJECS  enhances the system of 
Document Control and applies the 
process to ensure the requirements of 
every project are satisfied.  



L a s e r    S c a n n i n g 

3D Laser Scanning is a high-end technology that uses lasers to record 
environments in 3D. We guarantee the best tools of digital 
measurements and operating the finest equipment.

The process is based on multiple scans recorded from different location 
points ensuring a complete data set. In order to join the scans together, 
a network needs to be established then reported and registered.

OurOur specialists input the data into the modeling software and convert 
the entry information into a quality checked 3D model reflecting back 
very precise information for your space. The advanced spatial 
technology also results in multiple services you can benefit from, 
Technical Documents, 2D Plans, and a Virtual Reality Tour are the 
outsource of Laser Scanning. 



F a c i l i t i e s     M a n a g e m e n t

Facilities management is an integral part of any business. Enterprise success and 
growth can only be obtained through the management of many complex 
processes within a facility, such as planning, portfolio management, lease 
management and project management.   

EnEnterprise performance and data often go hand-in-hand, which is why the 
Best-in-Class companies tend to provide easy access to facilities data for their 
employees, while having standardized processes in place to monitor their 
services.  Thus allowing the organization to leverage a set of guidelines and rules 
in order to manage time and cost, as well as maintain orders, energy 
consumption, and the physical assets and business locations.    

HeHere at PROJECS, we aim for the highest performance rate and effective decision 
making, we believe visibility into the performance is the way to accomplish 
facilities management at its best guaranteeing the best outcome for our clients.





Our services combine excellence , technology and experience in 
several industries and markets. With a portfolio of 100+ successful 
projects , Projecs teams have proven records of achievements in 
different industries with a portfolio of more than 7 billion dollars.













Florida 

• 390 N. Orange Ave., Ste 2300
    Orlando, FL 32801
• Telephone: 407 347 6567
• Fax: 407 602 7441
• E-mail: info@projecs.com

www.PROJECS.com

New York

• 576 Fifth Ave., Suite 903
    New York, NY 10036
• Telephone: 917 410 7535
• Fax: 866-622-3623
• E-mail: info@projecs.com

California

• 2372 Morse Ave., Ste 598   
    Irvine CA 92617 92617
• Telephone: 949 407 7375
• Fax: 866-622-3623
• E-mail: info@projecs.com

CONTACT US
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